







May 1, 1920 - May 13, 1996
Ida J. Prince
Boston Post Cane Holder
Past Citizens of the Year
1976 - Dorothea and Norma Lovejoy
1977 - Dorothy Bartlett
1978 - Maud Prince and Dennis Patten
1979 - Fred Adams
1980 - Edward Bailey
1981 - George Beauly and Arthur Schaefer, Sr
1982 - Ida Prince
1983 - Arvilla Fogarty
1984 - Russell Benedict
1985 - Daisy Dunham and John Kepper
1986 - Karen Hooper and Dave Fredette
1987 - Leah Schaefer and Ken Mailloux
1988 - Martha Patten
1989 - Agnes Shaw
1990 - Edward Sawyer
1991 - Donald Nixon
1992 - Irene Plourde
1993 - Dr. Paul Shaw
1994 - Edwin Bowne
1995 - David Chamberlin
1996 - Kathleen Downes
Kathleen Downes
1996 Citizen of the Year
The 1996 Citizen of the Year Award is being presented today to
Kathleen Downes.
Born in FrankUn, New Hampshire, Kathie has been a Ufelong
resident of SaHsbury with the exception of a two year absence upon
graduation from high school and being married. Kathie is one of eight,
having four brothers and three sisters.
Kathie attended grammar school at the one-room Salisbury
Academy Hall and graduated from the 8th grade from the one-room
school house on the Heights, which is now part of the Library. She was
one of five in her 8th grade graduating class.
After graduating from high school in Franklin, Kathie began
working for the State of NH and today, after 33 years, is the
Administrative Assistant to the Assistant Commissioner of Health and
Human Services.
Kathie and Roy have been married 31 years this October. They
purchased their property (70 acres) on Center Road from Bunk Bailey
who was going to Alaska and needed the extra money. Their land
produces many vegetables which many of us have shared in the bounty
Kathleen Downes
1996 Citizen of the Year (cont.)
of either at public suppers or in gifts of a number of jars of her famous
green tomato relish. Kathie's cooking abilities are well-used and many
of our families have benefited from her gracious gifts of cakes for any
occasion, especially at weddings, anniversaries, graduations and
fund-raisers.
Kathie and Roy have two children, Karen Baird of Salisbury and
Ralph Downes of Manchester. They are extremely proud of their eight
grandchildren who fill up any spare time they may have.
Kathie's many community contributions include being a member
of the Bartlett Subordinate Grange for going on 26 years now. She
currently holds the office of Ceres.
Kathie served on the Board of Selectmen for 10 years, during which
time she helped to establish rules and regulations and standard
operating procedures for the Selectmen's Office. She was also
responsible for making our Town buildings handicap accessible; and
the recent completion of the Academy Hall renovations and accessible
lift is one of her many accomplishments while serving as a Select person.
Other major projects that Kathie helped to accomplish during her ten
years include: the replacement of Peter's Bridge, Pingree Bridge and
the South Road Bridge, and the closure of the Salisbury Landfill.
Kathie is currently the Chairperson of the Salisbury Capital
Improvements Committee and serves as Adviser to the Board of
Selectmen on welfare issues.
An early riser, Kathie is either baking or canning, but she can also
be caught taking a dip in her pond! These hot, hazy summer evenings
have included sharing the pond with the frogs and horned pout!
There have only been one or two Old Home Days missed by Kathie.
She vividly remembers the September 1971 Antiques Fair because she
was working in the Grange snack bar and had to leave abruptly to
deliver her second child, Ralph, two months premature! Some of you
may also recall Kathie being featured in the Boston Globe for her
dancing the polka at one of the Old Home Day events!
Thank you Kathie for your many contributions to our Town, your
dedication is greatly appreciated. The citizens of the Town of Salisbury
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WARRANT FOR THE ANNUAL TOWN MERTING
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 1:00 PM
TO THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS MEETING
ABSENTEE BALLOTS WILL BE PROCESSED AND CAST AT 3:00 PM
BUSINESS MEETING AT 7:30 PM
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Salisbury, In the County of
Merrimack, In the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote In Town
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall In Salisbury
on Tuesday, the 11th day of March, 1997 at one o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subjects by ballot; Polls will
close for balloting no earlier than the close of the Business
Meeting.
1. To choose the following Town Officers: Selectman,
Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Library Trustee,
Trustee of the Trust Funds, Planning Board, Cemetery
Trustee, Supervisor of the Checklist, (3) Budget
Committee and (5) Recreation Committee members.
2. To vote by Official Ballot the proposed addition to the
Salisbury Zoning Ordinances proposed by the Planning
Board and printed in the Town Report.
And to act upon the following subjects at the Business
Meeting at 7:30 PM:
3. To hear the reports of the Officers of the town, agents,
auditors and committees appointed and pass any vote
relating thereto.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000) to be added to
the Fire Emergency Services Equipment Capital Reserve
Fund, established in 1994. (The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation.)
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars (5150,000)
for the purchase and equipping of a new Class A Pumper
fire truck; to authorize the issuance of not more than
555,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize
the Selectmen to Issue and negotiate such bonds or notes
and determine the rate of Interest thereon; and to
authorize the withdrawal of 595,000 from the Fire
Emergency Services Equipment Capital Reserve Fund
established in 1994 for this purpose. (2/3 ballot vote
required. ) (The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation.)
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6. To see If the Town will vote to appropriate to the Fire
Emergency Services Capital Reserve Fund, established In
1994, the sum of Five Thousand Dollars (S5,000). The
amount of this appropriation shall be reduced or
Increased as appropriate based upon the actual amount of
the net proceeds received from the disposition of the
1972 Ford pumper fire truck. {The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation.
)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Three Thousand Dollars (S3, 000) to be added to the
Police Emergency Services Equipment Capital Reserve Fund,
established in 1994. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty Five Hundred Dollars (S2,500) to be added
to the Reassessment of the Town Capital Reserve Fund,
established in 1986. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Thousand Dollars (SI, 000) to be added to the
Recreational Facilities Capital Reserve Fund, established
in 1987. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation.
)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Thousand Dollars (S5,000) to be added to the
Town Buildings and Grounds Capital Reserve Fund,
established in 1972 and renamed in 1992. (The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.)
11. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) to be added
to the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund,
established in 1971, and to designate the Selectmen as
agents to expend from this fund. (The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.)
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Seventy Five Hundred Dollars (57,500) to be added
to the North Road Bridge Capital Reserve Fund,
established in 1992. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.)
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Thousand Dollars (S5,000) to be added to the
E-911/Tax Map Capital Reserve Fund, established in 1993.
(The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation.
)
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14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty Five Hundred Dollars (32,500) to be added
to the Town Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund,
established in 1996. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.)
15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate to the Town
Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund, established in
1996, the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars (510,000). The
amount of this appropriation shall be reduced or
Increased as appropriate based upon the actual amount of
the net proceeds received from the disposition of land or
liens acquired by the Town by the tax lien process. The
intent of this article is to appropriate to said fund the
net proceeds realized by the Town from the sale of liens
or properties acquired by tax liens during this fiscal
year. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation.
)
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty Five Hundred Dollars (S2,500) to be added
to the Rescue Emergency Services Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund, established In 1994. (The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $512,995. which represents the operating budget.
This sum does not include the amounts appropriated in
special warrant articles in this warrant.
18. To see if the Town will vote to modify the elderly
exemptions from property tax in the Town of Salisbury,
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be
as follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years,
$5,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years,
$10,000; for a person 80 years of age or older, $20,000.
To qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire
resident for at least five (5) years, own the real estate
individually or Jointly, or if the real estate is owned
by such person's spouse, they must have been married for
at least five (5) years. In addition, the taxpayer must
have a net income of not more than $20,000 or, if
married, a combined net income of less than $27,400; and
own net assets not In excess of $75,000 excluding the
value of the person's residence. (By Ballot)
19. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Cemetery Rules
and Regulations by changing and dividing Article 7 into
Articles 7a and 7b as follows:
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Article 7a. No fencing, curbing, or enclosure of
any kind shall be allowed around any lot. Shrubs
should not "overpower" any stone and/or marker by
being taller than the monument, or growing in a way
to make the marker unreadable. Non-conforming items
will be removed at the direction of Cemetery
Trustees after due notice. The Cemetery Trustees
will be the sole Judge as to non-conforming.
Article 7b. Any natural or artificial
flowers/ornaments that have faded and deteriorated
excessively, or have been placed in such a way as to
interfere with the mowing or upkeep of the lot will
be removed at the discretion of the Cemetery
Trustees
.
20. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of
RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the Library Trustees to accept
gifts of personal property, other than money, which may
be offered to the library for any public purpose,
provided, however, that no acceptance of personal
property by the Library Trustees shall be deemed to bind
the Town or the Library Trustees to raise, appropriate or
expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance,
repair or replacement of such personal property. And
further, to reguire that prior to the acceptance of any
such gift, valued at over S5,000 the public library
trustees shall hold a public hearing on the proposed
acceptance
.
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell Town property with a value under Three Thousand
Dollars ($3, 000)
.
22. To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
1997.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL THIS , ^S^ DAY OF FEBRUARY,
Arthur Cutter, Sr., Chairman
Richard Chandler
Mar:* R. Heath
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A true copy of the 1997 Salisbury Town Warrant - Attest
^^^ r^l^ ^
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1996 has been a very busy year for the Selectmen's
Office with public hearings, work sessions, and
renovation work at Academy Hall. We hope that you will
read the department reports within your Town Report and
realize that they've had a busy year too. The Selectmen
would like to take this opportunity to say "Thank You" to
all committee members and departments, employees and
volunteers alike, for a successful year.
Our tax rate was set In October at $22.70, an
Increase of seventy-eight cents from last year. The
school portion Increased by $1.02 (to 17.65), the County
portion decreased by twenty-four cents (to 1.90), while
the Town portion remained the same (at 3.15).
In 1996 the Town lost a long time friend and
supporter In Dorothea Love joy, who passed away In May.
Dot was very active In Town being a member of the
Historical Society, the Ladles Aid and the Salisbury Free
Library. She also served as a Selectman from 1964-71,
1973-78, and 1988-91; she was Tax Collector from 1982-87
and was a past member of the budget committee, the zoning
board, the planning board, and supervisor of the
checklist. A granite bench was placed at Academy Hall In
her memory.
This year we completed the renovations at Academy
Hall. If you haven't already been In to see our new
space, we're sure you'll agree the craftsmanship matches
our buildings perfectly. The handicap lift makes the
second floor available for public meetings. One handicap
parking space was also built Into the lawn area next to
the ramp.
Painting and reshlngllng of the Library took place
this year, as well as completing the foyer celling and
lighting. The back door off the handicap ramp at the
Town Hall was also replaced this year, with an added roof
over the door and the ramp which should eliminate future
problems with Ice build-up.
The Forestry truck Is now housed in Its own garage
next to the Fire Station and has been made weather tight
this year. Thanks to everyone who helped out In any way.
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The Town Decorations Committee made the Concord
/foni tor headlines with their ham & bean supper fundraiser
this year, raising $1300 in ticket sales and donations,
to buy wreaths, bows and garland for all town buildings,
the church, the school and the post office. Candle
lights were also put in every building possible to help
light -up the Town. The buildings were beautiful. Thank
you to everyone who helped in any way.
Roads have definitely been an issue in 1996. At the
beginning of the year we held public hearings concerning
the Center Rangeway. We extend our appreciation to Larry
Reagan for his assistance with this matter. Another
public hearing in February was held to accept Michael's
Lane as a Class V Road. We thank the Planning Board and
Conservation Committee who worked very hard to provide us
with valuable research time to help classify and identify
more town roads and rangeways
.
As a result of last year's Town Meeting we
implemented the E-911 Ordinance and Ambulance Fees
Ordinance. In 1996 the Town mailed out 17 bills for
ambulance service, and collected from 6 runs, resulting
in just over two thousand dollars in revenue for the
Town.
We would like to make honorable mention of our
oldest citizen and holder of the Boston Post Cane, Ida
Prince. Miss Prince was presented the Boston Post Cane
on September 23, 1996 by the Selectmen. Miss Prince was
born in the house where she presently lives, the youngest
of four children. She attended school at Academy Hall
and walked home for lunch. The Selectmen are hoping to
compile a list of past cane holders. If you have any
information about this, please contact us.
Respectfully submitted.
Arthur Cutter, Sr., Chairman
Richard Chandler
Mary^R. Heath
SALISBURY BOARD OP SELECTMEN
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TOWN CLERK'S REVENUES RECEIVED













Deputy Town Clerk Fees
TOTAL CLERK FEES:
GROSS REVENUES RECEIVED FOR THE TOWN
Minus Town Clerk Fees
Minus Dep. Town Clerk Fees
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PE?OPERTY
Academy Hall (bldg. & contents) $ 349,000
Town Hall (bldg. & contents) 191,000
Library (bldg. & contents) 111,000









Number of War Service Credits: 91
TAX RATE APPROVAL LETTER
October 23, 1996
Net Assessed Valuation $ 58,197,247
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Town Property Taxes Assessed $ 1,321,077
Total Gross Property Taxes $ 1,321,077
Less: Est. War Service Credit 10,400
Net Property Tax Commitment $ 1,310,677
Net School Appropriations $ 1,026,913
County Net Assessment $ 110,698





TAX RATE (per $1,000) = $22.70






Please note that only a portion of the Town's
Financial Statements appear in this Town Report. These
pages are the only ones required by the Department of
Revenue Administration to be printed in the Town Report.
Be advised that the ENTIRE Audit is available at the
Selectmen's Office, Academy Hall, for review.
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 Nonh Main Street • Concord « New Hampshire • 03301-5063 » 603-225-6996 « FAX-224-13R0
INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION




We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Salisbury as
of and for the year ended December 31, 1996. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-
purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
Salisbury has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Salisbury, as of December 31, 1996, and the
results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining and individual fiind and account group financial statements listed in
the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the
general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Salisbury. Such information has been subjected
to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole.
January 18, 1997
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EXHIBIT A
TOWN OF SALISBURY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types and Account Group
December 31. 1996
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EXHIBIT B
TOWN OF SALISBURY. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31. 1996
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EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF SALISBURY. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues. Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds
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EXHIBIT D
TOWN OF SALISBURY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balance
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds






Charges For Sales and Services
Interest and Dividends $ 1,710
New Funds 320
Total Operating Revenues 2.030
Operating Expenses
Transfers to General Fund 1,375
Transfer to Expendable Trust Fund 1.396
Total Operating Expenses • 2.771
Net Loss (741)
Fund Balance - Januarv 1 38.858
Fund Balance - December 31 S 38.117
The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBITE
TOWN OF SALISBURY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Cash Flows
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds





Cash Flows From Operating Activities^^^^^^^^^^
Interest and Dividends Received ^^^^^^^Hf $ 1,710
Operating Transfers Out ^^^^^^^^^V (2,771)
New Funds 320
Net Cash Provided fUsed> by Operating Activities (741)
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Proceeds of Sale of Investment Securities ggp
Net Increase in Cash 89
Cash January 1 20.331
Cash December 31 $ 20.420
Reconciliation ofNet Loss to Net
Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Net Loss S (741)
The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF SALISBURY. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1996
The Trust maintained on behalf of its members the following insurance policy shared by the
membership for the year ended December 31, 1996:
Aggregate reinsurance to cover total claims should they exceed the Loss Fund established
by the Trust (coverage to $5,000,000).
The Trust Agreement permits the Trust to make additional assessments to members should there
be a deficiency in Trust assets to meet its liabilities. At this time, the Trust foresees no likelihood
of any additional assessments for any of the past years.
The Town continues to carry commercial insurance for all other risks of loss, including employee
and public official fidelity bonds, health and accident insurance.
NOTE 3 - LIABILITIES
A. Intergovernmental Pavable
Payables due other governments at December 31, 1996 include:
General Fund
Balance of 1996/97 assessment due
to Merrimack Valley School District $ 430,150
Trust Funds
Trust and Capital Reserve Funds held
for the Merrimack Valley School District 100.345
Total Intergovernmental Payable $ 530.495
B. Long-Term Pgb t
The following is a summary of the Town's general long-term debt transactions for the fiscal year




General Long-Term Debt Account Group
Balance, Beginning of Year $ 100,000
Issued 35,000
Retired (15.000)
Balance, End of Year S 120.000
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TOWN OF SALISBURY. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1996
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TOWN OF SALISBURY. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1996
NOTE 4 - FUND EQUITY
A. Reservations of Fund Balances
Reserve for Special Purposes
In the Trust Funds, the reserve for special purposes represents the unspent balance of the Town's
Trust Funds which may be spent for the purposes specified as follows:
Nonexpendable Trust Funds (Income Balances)
Cemetery Perpemal Care Funds $ 23,654
Capital Reserve Funds
Road Maintenance $ 192,313
Emergency Services - Fire 82,530
Revaluation 25,029
Recreational Facilities 8,730
Town Buildings and Grounds 15,787
Highway Equipment 3,684
North Road Bridge 14,144
Emergency Services - Police 15,552
Emergency Ser%'ices - Rescue 11,803
E911 18,463
Land Acquisition 2.511
Total Capital Reserve Funds 390,546
Other Expendable Town Trusts





The amount reserved for endowments at December 31, 1996 represents the principal amount of all
Nonexpendable Trust Funds which is restricted either by law or by terms of individual bequests, in
that only income earned may be expended. The principal balances of the Town's Nonexpendable
Trust Funds at December 31, 1996 are detailed as follows:
Purpose Principal
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds $ 14.463
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TOWN OF SALISBURY. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31. 1996
B. Unreserved Fund Balances
Designatedfor Special Purposes
The S2,565 designated for special purposes, representing Special Revenue Fund balances which
management intends to use in the subsequent years, is as follows:
Special Revenue Funds
Public Library S 2,244
Conservation Commission 321
Total S 2.565
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SCHEDULE A-3
TOWN OF SALISBURY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - January 1 S 162,108
Deduction
Unreserved Fund Balance Used









1996 Budget Surplus 58.748
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - December 31 S 125.106
The notes to rinanciai statements are an integral part of this statement.
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1996 HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT
The Winter of 1996 brought a lot of snow, most of
which was pretty light and easy to clean up.
With the heavy rains of Spring, New Road and Mill
Road flooded many times. New Road washed out where it
crossed Punch Brook.
Calcium Chloride was used again on some roads and
Magnesium Chloride was tried on some.
Whittemore Road, Greeley Hill and part of Warner
Road were shimmed and sealed, and ditches and culvert
ends were cleaned. The paved part of Raccoon Hill was
also sealed. Roadsides were mowed on 75% of the roads.
October rains washed out Mill Brook again and we
received federal money from FEMA for repairs. Late Fall
rains and freezing and thawing has caused severe potholes
in almost all of the dirt roads, which unfortunately will
be a lot worse in the Spring. We can't do much about






$ 1,500 Payment to Warner (Maint. of Quimby Rd,
65,000 Winter Maintenance
91,000 Summer Maintenance
650 Signs and Posts
1,000 Miscellaneous
$ 15 9,150 HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT BUDGET PROPOSAL
- 43, 962 HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT FUNDS AVAILABLE (est . )
S 115,188 AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXATION
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SALISBURY FREE LIBRARY
The Trustees and Librarian of the Salisbury Free
Library are delighted to report another fine year. In
1996 we chose a new provider for our rental books,
increasing our rental core collection to 300 hard bound
books. New videos and audio books have been added to our
inventory. Our statistics show that we have done
something that the Town likes, as we have increased our
circulation and attendance considerably.
We thank the Selectmen for beautifying our building
with fresh paint, new roof, additional soil around the
propane tank and the lowered ceiling in the entryway.
Due to the generosity of the Friends of the Library,
a floor has been added in the old furnace room creating
new, usable and much needed space for a Librarian's
workroom. As a result, several feet of shelving has been
freed in the reference room and will be used to house
library owned volumes.
Those who came to the Library on a Thursday morning
during the summer were able to observe the talents of
Theresa Pillsbury whose organizational ability helped the
Summer Program serve 300 visits by town children.
The Trustees and patrons of the Library sincerely
thank those of you who have donated books, audio tapes
and videos. We also thank the many townspeople who have
given generously of their time. You have enriched the
community.
We continue to plan for the future as we attempt to
meet the informational needs of Salisbury.
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SALISBURY FIRE DEPARTMENT & RESCUE SQUAD
We ended 1996 with 70 calls total. Our department
has logged over 1200 hours In training and close to 600
responding to calls, performing repairs, etc. That Is an
average of 110 hours per active member which constitutes
a considerable personal sacrifice of time, and a
tremendous volunteer service to the town.
Most of our medical transports have been completed
by our own ambulance this year and that has been our
goal. We now have 8 EMT's and 4 First Responders. Our
newly Implemented billing program for insurance
reimbursement for medical transport has been effective.
Over the past several months in excess of $2,000.00 has
been collected and put into the Town's general fund.
On the warrant this year you will note that we are
requesting a new truck. The Selectmen and Budget
Committee are in agreement with this request and the
eight-member truck committee is reviewing six bids for
quality and ability to meet specifications. Because of
the additional on-board storage on this vehicle, it could
be used as a stand-alone unit for fire and rescue saving
time and money. We are asking for your support to better
serve the community.
The Explorer group, now five members, is in training
with fire and rescue personnel. Congratulations to
Joshua Llnnane who after three years as explorer has
Joined the regular department as a member. We wish him
best of luck as he is planning to continue his training
at the NH Fire Academy. If you are 14 to 21 you may be
eligible to become an Explorer or Join the department at
age 18. Just contact one of us for further Information.
There is a real need for additional members in both
factions of the department and if you have an interest in
exploring the possibility of volunteering yourself,
please contact Ed Bowne at 648-2553. If you are
Interested in the Explorers, contact Peter Miner at
648-2673.
If you have not taken advantage of our Community CPR
course, call and reserve your space. This is a valuable
training in life support that anyone can learn in two
evenings. We provide this training free of charge to
Salisbury residents, whenever we can fill a class of 10.
Call Rouleen Koelb at 648-2175 if you're interested.
We'd like to thank all who have helped and supported
the Department this past year. It is only with your
support that we can continue to serve the community with
pride.
Ed Bowne Rouleen Koelb
FIRE CHIEF CAPTAIN, RESCUE
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TOWNOFSAUSBURY
EMERGENCYMEDICAL SERVICES RESPONSE FEE ORDINANCE
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Salisbury Board of Selectmen by vote
under Article 15 at the Salisbury 1995 Annual Meeting, the following ordinance is
hereby adopted:
1. Purpose. The purpose of this ordinance is to implement the Town Meeting
vote to require persons using emergency medical response services provided by the
Town to reimburse the Town for at least a portion of the costs incurred in
providing such services and to establish the schedule of such fees. Payment of any
such fee shall be made to the Town and shall not be deemed, under any
circumstances, to constitute direct or indirect compensation to any member of the
Town's Emergency Medical Response Squad.
2. Definitions:
A. Base Rate: the flat rate charged for every run where a
patient is transported.
B. Loaded Mile: the distance from the scene where the
patient is loaded into the ambulance to the receiving hospital.
C. Oxygen: treatment with Oxygen via face mask or other
means.
D. IV Therapy: is inclusive of treatment with intravenous
fluids which may include drugs.
E. EKG Monitoring: is application of pads to electronically
monitor the heart rate.
F. Defibrillation: is delivering a shock when indicated by
EKG monitor.
G. Standard Waste Disposal: disposal of used supplies, etc.
H. OSHA/Infectious Disease: is disposal of contaminated
materials.
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3. Imposition of Fees. Whenever the Town provides emergency medical
response services, the person receiving such services shall pay to the Town
the following fees:
Base rate per response
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Revision:
Section 6 Failure to Pay/Penalty - vote defeated at Town Meeting, March
12, 1996 - Penalty not adopted.
Adopted by the Salisbury Board of Selectmen on this 6th day of October,
1995.
SALISBURY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Adopted 10/95
Revised w/o penalty 3/96
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SALISBURY POLICE DEPARTMENT
The members of the Salisbury Police Department would
like to again thank the citizens of the Town of Salisbury
for their support during the past year. We had a busy
year with 341 calls for service and 25 case reports.










Criminal Warrants Served 1
In addition to these criminal cases, we stopped 111
vehicles for violations issuing 86 warnings and 25
summons to court
.
During our budget preparation the replacement of the
cruiser was discussed. The cruiser is ten years old and
was due for replacement this year. Due to the mileage
being around 57,000 miles, and the car has been good to
us, with no major repairs, it was my recommendation that
the car be painted with money left in the current budget
with the intention of using the car for two more years,
saving the Town the replacement cost. This was done and
the car has been painted and new decals put on.
REMINDER: Emergency #911
Non-Emergency #934-0240
Gary R. Davis, Chief
SALISBURY POLICE DEPARTMENT
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FOE^ST FIRE WARDEN ANNUAL REPORT
This was a quiet year for brush fires. Fire permits
are required for all outside fires when the ground is not
completely covered with a minimum of 2" of snow. If in
doubt, please call:
Fire Warden Dennis Patten 648-2398
Deputy Warden Walter Scott 648-2647
I do appreciate being told of burning, even if a
permit is not required, as it makes it easier to inform
Fire Alarm of the circumstances if someone calls them
with a report of a fire.
Permits are required when it is raining - although
you can burn on a rainy day WITH a permit, you must put
out the fire if the rain stops. You can burn nothing
over 5" in diameter, no stumps. You cannot burn any
rubber products, roofing material, nothing that will give
off toxins of any kind. Permits are needed for all
incinerator and outside cooking fires with the exception
of charcoal grills.








This year the Town purchased a 1984 Chevrolet diesel
automatic truck from Government surplus to replace the
1977 Dodge which was sold. The Forestry truck is now
housed in the new forestry building next to the Fire
Station.
Thanks to the following for their help on the new
Forestry Building:
Don Nixon for the use of his garage for painting the
truck; Selectman Rick Chandler for spray painting the
truck; Bill MacDuffie Construction for excavation work;
Kearsarge Concrete for cement work; Jason Currier for
use of his logging truck in moving the building and
setting on foundation; Bob Nickerson for labor and use
of power tools; and to Fire Chief Ed Bowne, Mark
Chamberlin, Don Cudhea, Selectman Art Cutter, Harold
Patten and Deputy Fire Chief Walter Scott for labor.
LET'S HELP KEEP OUR TOWN CLEAN AND GREEN
Dennis Patten FOREST FIRE WAE?DEN
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and
State Forest Ranger, contact your local Warden or Fire
Department to find out if a permit is required before
doing any open burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the
fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State
of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of
up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also
liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N.H.
Division of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau.
State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities
with forest fire suppression, prevention and training
programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and
timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding
forest fire or timber harvest laws please call our office
at 271-2217.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers,
2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This
early detection and reports from citizens aid in the
quick response from local fire departments.
1996 Fire Statistics
(Cost Shared)
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Belknap 06 Smoking 05
Carroll 07 Debris Burning 34
Cheshire 13 Campfire 16
Coos 10 Power Line 04
Grafton 12 Railroad 02
Hillsborough 19 Equipment Use 01
Merrimack 14 Lightning 02
Rockingham 15 Children 22
Strafford 05 OHRV 01
Sullivan 06 Miscellaneous 20
"REMEMBER. ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!
Douglas C. Miner
FOREST RANGER
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E-911 ORDINANCE
TOWN OF SALISBURY ADDRESS NUMBERING SYSTEM
Pursuant to RSA 231:133-a, the Salisbury Board of Selectmen
hereby establish the following address numbering system:
Section I. PURPOSE. This system is intended to:
(A) Identify the locations and names of all streets and roads?
(B) Establish a uniform method of numbering primary buildings on
streets and roads,-
(C) Promote efficiency in locating primary buildings;
(D) Expedite emergency response;
(E) Provide a consistent system for mailing addresses.
Section II. PROPERTIES AFFECTED. All primary buildings within
the boundaries of the Town shall hereafter be identified according
to the uniform street numbering system established by this
regulation.
Section III. NUMBERING SYSTEM. The uniform street numbering
system for all primary buildings is based upon the following
process
:
(A) For purposes of establishing street numbers, a street shall
be considered any access way, whether public or private, which
serves two or more primary buildings or vacant lots.
(B) Route 4 is the main starting point at the Boscawen Town Line.
All secondary roads off Route 4 are beginning points. All new
road starting points will be assigned by the Town.
(C) All primary buildings on the left side of a street beginning
at its starting point will have odd numbers.
(D) All primary buildings on the right side of a street beginning
at its starting point will have even numbers.
(E) One odd and one even number will be assigned to each 50-foot
interval of frontage on the street as measured from the
starting point of each street.
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(F) Numbers will be assigned by determining the point at which the
main vehicular access (or the main pedestrian access if no
vehicular access is provided) to the primary building
coincides with a 50-foot interval on the street. [Ex: If the
driveway serving a single family house is on the left side of
a road and is in the tenth 50-foot segment, then the street
number would be #19.]
(G) Unused numbers will be held for future use to ensure against
the need for renumbering.
(H) Condominium complexes, shopping centers, malls and other
properties with multiple primary buildings shall be assigned
one street number corresponding to the primary eht ranee
location. Units shall be internally numbered according to a
logical pattern and manner as approved by the Board of
Selectmen.
(I) Street names and building numbers shall be assigned by the
Board of Selectmen after consultation with other appropriate
officials (Emergency Services, Highway, Postal Service) as
needed.
Section IV. ADDRESS DISPLAY.
(A) All owners, tenants, occupants or persons In possession of
primary buildings within the boundaries of the Town shall
display the assigned street number(s) for the property in
accordance with this section.
(B) All properties with primary buildings shall display the
assigned street number so as to be readily visible from the
street providing primary access.
(1) For a primary building located within 100 feet of the
adjoining street, and if the building is readily
visible from the street, the street number shall be
conspicuously displayed on that side of the building
which faces the street.
I
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(2) For a primary building not readily visible from the
street or one which is located more than 100 feet from
the adjoining street, the assigned street number{s) shall
be conspicuously displayed at the main vehicular access
(or pedestrian access if no vehicular access exists) to
the property, so as to be visible on a year-round basis.
The preferred method of display at the main vehicular or
pedestrian access shall be on both sides of a mailbox
(so as to comply with applicable postal guidelines).
However, if a mailbox is not located at the main access,
or if there is no mailbox, then the assigned street
number shall be displayed on a sign post or similar means
at the main access.
(3) If the lot has frontage on more than one street,' the
address must be posted only for the street providing
primary access.
(C) All displayed street numbers shall be of a contrasting color
to the means of support, such as the primary building,
mailbox, post
.
(D) All displayed street numbers shall be visible at a distance of
50 feet. The size of numbers placed on mailboxes shall comply
with U.S. Postal Service requirements.
Section V. NEW BUILDINGS AND SUBDIVISION.
(A) Whenever a primary building is erected or located In the Town,
the assigned street number shall be affixed in the appropriate
location as provided for by this ordinance. Within 30 days
after commencement of construction of a new primary building,
the assigned street number shall be posted so as to be clearly
visible from the adjoining street. Temporary numbers may be
used until permanent numbers are posted as required by Section
IV. Temporary numbers shall be replaced as soon as
practicable.
(B) Every subdivision or site plan submitted to the Planning Board
and Building Inspector for approval shall show assigned street
number{s) for each primary building or building lot as
applicable
.
(C) Local postal officials. Police and Fire Departments, and the
Selectman's office shall be advised by the Building Inspector
of- newly assigned street numbers. Property owner will advise
telephone company.
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Section VI. PENALTY.
(A) Any property owner who falls to comply with this ordinance
shall be guilty of a violation with a penalty not to exceed
$500.
(B) Any property owner who shall affix to or display upon a
structure any number other than that assigned to it pursuant
to this ordinance shall be guilty of a violation with a
penalty not to exceed $500. This prohibition shall not
apply to the display of "date of origin" numbers for historic
buildings provided that they are displayed so as to not be
confused with the display of the assigned street numbers.
Section VII. ADMINISTRATION. This ordinance shall be
administered by the Board of Selectmen or its designee.
Section VIII. APPEALS. Any property owner aggrieved by the
implementation or administration of the provisions of this
ordinance may appeal to the Board of Selectmen. All appeals shall
be in written form setting forth the basis for the appeal. All
appeals shall be acted upon in a timely fashion.
Section IX. EFFECTIVE DATE. This regulation shall take effect
upon Its adoption by the Board of Selectmen. The requirements to
post address numbers shall take effect on June 1, 1995.
Adopted by the Salisbury Board of Selectmen on this 23rd_
day of October , 1995.
SALISBURY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Revision:
Section VI PENALTY accepted and adopted by Town Meeting vote
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CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The clearing at Maplewood Cemetery was completed by
Don Nixon In 1996. This undertaking has added the space
we need to plan out lots for the future.
We held a work-session on stone repair, cleaning and
stone straightening with Jim and Madeleine Minard
instructing. We didn't have a very big turnout, but we
did get one section of Maplewood completed. Thanks again
to Jim and Madeleine for their time and expertise.
We also had two work days with the Merrimack County
Adult Diversion Program. One in the Spring at Baptist
Cemetery where we cleaned up brush and leaves. The
second was at the Congregational Cemetery where we also
cut brush and cleaned up leaves. We would like to
express our thanks to the Brittons for the use of some
tools and their help; to Mary Heath and Jim Minard for
their help; and to Jody Heath for the use of his truck.
Many thanks also go out to the work crews from the
Merrimack County Adult Diversion Program - these
cleaning/work days have improved the appearance of our
Town cemeteries immensely.
We will be placing a trash bin at Maplewood for the
disposal of any faded or excessively deteriorated
artificial plants /ornaments, etc. We would like to thank
last year's fourth grade class at the Salisbury
Elementary School for placing flags on the Veteran's
graves at Maplewood Cemetery last Memorial Day.
Please read the warrant articles in this Town Report
as we have some amendments to the rules and regulations
that we would like your support on.
Stacy Frew, Chairman
Pierre Ballou, Sr., Trustee
Edward Bailey, Trustee
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
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BUILDING INSPECTOR
During 1996 the following permits were Issued:
7
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CIP COMMITTEE REPORT
The Capital Improvements Committee met several times
In 1996 to review with the Selectmen and various
department heads the Ideas and needs of the Town for the
next several years. We spent the majority of our time
with the Fire Department looking at possible changes In
the upcoming years. It was a major consensus that trends
are toward rescue more than fire - and that as we look
towards replacing fire equipment our needs will be
focused on rescue apparatus for our fire trucks. You
will note that the Budget Committee and Selectmen are
planning on moving ahead with receiving bids for a Class
A Pumper Truck as slated for 1997. The next major
equipment purchase would be around 2017 for an Engine
Tanker.
We also agree with the Selectmen that we need to
look to having an architectural/engineering study done on
various town buildings to help decide how to proceed with
renovations to existing buildings or the need for new
buildings. With this goes the need to be looking for the
right piece of land to be purchased for Town use.
The roads in this Town also need to be reviewed
extensively and we need to decide how we want to proceed
with general maintenance, upkeep and necessary
renovations in widely traveled areas of the Town. In
1997 the Capital Improvements Committee will work with
the Road Agent and Selectmen to develop a plan for the
next several years.
The chart shown on the next page is our proposed
Capital Improvements Plan for the Town of Salisbury to
the year 2000. Please know that this is a PROPOSAL, not
anything set in concrete. Our function is to think ahead
and plan - think ahead and change if necessary - but
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Rcpljct In FY 97
CRF (179,239- 1 2fl6)
(Replace 1970 Pumper)
- CFR/95,000 plus
• loan of 155,000
Replace 1980Eng. «2&
1986 Tanker -with an
Engine Tanker In FY 2017
RESCUE DEP r.
$2,5001989 Ambulance
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Town Hall Door A Lighting
ADA Bathrooms
$18,000 $')4.000 $34,000 $29,000
Rev j/97 A Adopted by Budget Committee, Planning Board & SclcctiTKn All figures are approximalc
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
The Supervisors of the Checklist had a busy year
with four elections In 1996. We have updated the master
checklist and are now able to generate our own list
thanks to the age of computerization. We want to stress
to all the citizens of Salisbury the Importance of
registering to vote, not only at the town, state and
federal elections, but also for the school meeting which
Is held every March.
We meet several times throughout the year, and these
times are posted at the Post Office and at Academy Hall,
as well as In the Concord Monitor. You may also register
with the Town Clerk during regular office hours, or call
one of the supervisors directly.
Prior to each election, a current list is posted
both at the Post Office and Academy Hall for your review.
Should you need to have a change made or wish to be added
to the checklist, you need only to complete the necessary
forms at one of the regular supervisor sessions, with the
Town Clerk, or directly with one of the supervisors.
Should anyone have any guest Ions, please feel free
to speak with us at the upcoming Town Meeting or by
contacting one of us directly.
Roy C. Downes, Chairman
Margaret Woods
Grace Anderson
Supervisors of the Checklist
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SALISBURY OLD HOME DAY
Old Home Day was again well attended this year, and
we even experimented with extending the activities to two
days, Saturday and Sunday!
!
In addition to the parade and activities of the
Historical Society, the PTG, the Kindergarten, the
Grange, Friends of the Library, and Recreation Committee
all added to the days events. A pie eating contest
sponsored by the Recreation Committee was won by Ben
Clukay. The annual horseshoe tournament, also sponsored
by the Recreation Committee was won by the team of Tony
Warren and Greg Ballam.
Kathie Downes was honored as the Citizen of the Year
for many years of service to the Town, and Ida Prince was
declared the Town's oldest citizen and was presented with
the Boston Post Cane at a later date.
Parade winners included: Floats - 1st place. Cub
Scout Pack 489, Den 1; 2nd place, Bartlett Grange? and
3rd place, Salisbury Congregational Church. Horses - 1st
place, Mike Sanborn. Oxen - 1st place, Jake Hodges
w/Boone & Crock; 2nd place, Ben Landry w/Buck & Duke; and
3rd place, Andy Warren w/Brooks & Dunn. Congratulations
to all, and thank you for participating.
The chicken barbecue, sponsored by the Salisbury
Church was again a great success and brought a lot of
people together for a fine meal. Thank you to the Church
for all their hard work. The Historical Society also
held its annual raffle.
New this year were the events held on Sunday, which
included our 1st Annual Oxen Pull. Several youngsters in
our community recently joined the Merrimack County Ox
Bows 4-H group. Members of this group were invited to
the pull, which was held at the Maplewood Recreation
field, and included two weight classes (1000 and 1500
pounds). Thank you to the sponsors, the helpers, the
participants and those who came to just watch, it was a
great time.
A pick-up ball game followed a family picnic/cook-
out . Coaches were Tim Warren and Dan Sanborn. Coach
Warren's team won the game 23 to 9!!
Thank you to everyone who helped in any way for a
very successful Old Home Day WEEKEND.
Martha & Dennis Patten, Co-Chairpersons
OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE
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SALISBURY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Salisbury Historical Society bid farewell to
1996 with mixed emotions. It was a year that saw the
Society continue to enjoy successes In Its civic
responsibilities and mission to foster awareness and
appreciation of our town's history, but It also mourned
the loss of long-time member and special Individual, Dot
LoveJoy. The Society was stunned by the sudden Illness
of Paul Shaw, but was relieved by his rapid recovery and
looks forward to his return home In the Spring.
The Society wishes to thank everyone who stepped In
and helped out when President Shaw became 111. All of
the Executive Board and Committee members were very
supportive of the Interim president. Gudy Ipsen,
Charlotte Hughes, and Norma Love joy were especially
helpful.
The Society's meetings In April, July, September and
October of 1996 were Interesting If less than well
attended. The meetings Included programs of a more
purely historical nature. Society member and good
friend, Paul Fenton, gave an entertaining lecture on
early businesses In Andover at one meeting. The annual
meeting In September featured a wonderful pot luck dinner
and the election of Society officers for the new term.
The Society was also pleased to sponsor three
special events during the past year. Peddlar's Paradise
In May, the Village Fair at Old Home Day In August, and
the perennial Town Christmas Party In December. In other
business, an appropriate site near the meeting house for
the millstone graciously donated to the Society by the
Honkala family Is still under consideration. Dr. Shaw
had been consulting with the Town on the best spot for
the stone - snow plowing and parking wise - when he fell
111. Its Installation will be one of the first orders of
business In the Spring. Meanwhile, It Is In the
safekeeping of Town Road Agent Bill MacDuffle.
The Salisbury Historical Society does some good
things and figures prominently In many of the events that
makes Salisbury such a great place to live. Please be a
supporter - participate; call any one of the Executive
Board or Committee Chairs to find out how you can help.
Dennis Melchln, President
Salisbury Historical Society
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BARTLETT SUBORDINATE GE?ANGE #104
For the Community with the Community
Bartlett Subordinate Grange held meetings regularly
throughout the year. The meetings began at 7:30 PM on
the first Thursday of each month in the Grange Hall at
Academy Hall.
At Christmas season, Bartlett Grange members donated
gifts to the New Hampshire Veteran's Home in Tilton and
turkeys to the PTG Thanksgiving baskets.
Other activities the members participated in werei
the annual Central NH Fire Warden's supper, Forestry
Building, Old Home Day, Election meals for Town Officers,
Ham for the Town Community Supper, Grange Christmas Craft
and Food Sale, and the Grange Bowling Tournament.
The Grange Citizenship Award, presented yearly to a
non-granger, was proudly presented to Marion Scott for
her help in the kitchen at community events.
Grange members were happy to donate a water cooler
for the public and town offices at Academy Hall and also
a new typewriter for the Selectmen's office.
Bartlett Subordinate Grange welcomes you to attend
our meetings; just contact any Grange member.
Thanking everyone for their participation and
looking forward to a healthy and prosperous year.
Arthur E. Cutter, Sr., Master
Bartlett Subordinate Grange
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UNH COOPEE?ATIVE EXTENSION
UNH Cooperative Extension provides Merrimack County
residents with research-based education and information,
enhancing their ability to make Informed decisions that
strengthen youth, families, and communities, sustain
natural resources, forests, wildlife and agriculture, and
improve the economy.
As your local link to the University of New
Hampshire, Cooperative Extension provides practical
education to people of all ages.
Because of our partnership with Merrimack County,
the State of New Hampshire and the federal government, we
go by the special name of UNH Cooperative Extension. In
every Merrimack County community, this partnership is at
work, increasing economic development, enhancing the
environment and developing human potential.
Extension educators provide informal educational
programs in the areas of Natural Resources and Family,
Community and Youth, advised and assisted by a local
advisory council.
Merrimack County residents also benefit from state-
wide Extension programming. Among these many local and
state efforts are monitoring water quality in our lakes
and rivers, reducing the use of pesticides, parenting
programs, 4-H and Youth Development programs, land use
management, food safety, forest stewardship, family
finances, meeting the needs of low income families,
strengthening our communities, developing a strong
volunteer base and providing research-based information
to citizens.
The staff in Merrimack County includes nine
Extension educators, two state specialists and three
support staff. Educators reach approximately 1.5 out of
every four families in the county.
Visit our office, located at the Merrimack County
Nursing Home Complex, 327 Daniel Webster Highway,
Boscawen. We're open Monday-Friday 8 AM until 4:30 PM,
or call us at 225-5505 and 796-2151 or find us on the Web
at HTTP: //CEINFO. UNH.EDU.
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SALISBURY PLANNING BOAE?D
1996 was another exciting year for the Planning
Board. Subdivision approvals for 1996 included: Gladys
Manyan, Mark Chamber 1 in and David Hardy. The Board
resolved and clarified issues surrounding the rangeways
(see amendments to Master Plan for details). All
amendments to the Master Plan were approved at the Public
Hearing.
The Planning Board holds it's regular meeting the
1st Monday of each month. A work session is held the 3rd
Wednesday of each month, the public is always welcome to
attend. We want to thank Rachel MacDuffie for all her
work in 1996 and Al Tanner for picking up the workload
until a replacement could be found. In November 1996
Penny Cleveland was appointed as Recording Secretary and
Mark Chamber 1 in was sworn in as an Alternate member to
the Board.
Current members (as of 12/31/96) include: Chris
Bentley, Chairman, Geri Burgess, Bill MacDuffie, Sr., Tom
McDonough, and Arthur Cutter, Sr. , Ex-Officio.
Alternates are Ray Prince, Mark Chamberlin, Al Tanner,
Executive Secretary, and Penny Cleveland, Recording
Secretary.
Ch r 1 s Bent ley, Cha 1 rman
SALISBURY PLANNING BOARD
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1996 brought increased activity to the Board of
Adjustment, with five public hearings being conducted.
The Board welcomed two new members, Gary Rosen and
Kevin Barry, both of whom bring good insight and
experience from their respective professions.
This is a good time to thank the other members who
continue to volunteer their time for an important town
funct ion.
John S. Bentley, Chairman
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
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ZONING ORDINANCE REVISION
AS PROPOSED BY THE SALISBURY PLANNING BOARD
TO BE VOTED ON AT TOWN MEETING
Article XVI - Controlled Growth:
To control the growth of the Town of Salisbury,
New Hampshire in a manner not to exceed the
capacity for providing the expanded services to
support such growth, the following restrictions are
set
:
A. Building permits for new dwellings are
limited to 3% of the number of dwelling units
in the Town at the start of each calendar year.
B. Said permits will be limited to three (-3)
per property owner, within a calendar year.
Permits shall be issued one at a time; each
dwelling shall be completed before another
permit is issued to the same individual.
C. Permits shall be issued on a first come
first serve basis. Permits are non-
transferable.
D. Any one subdivision shall be limited to
a total of 25% of permits available per year.
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SALISBURY CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Commission became more active in 1996. New
members were added, new goals set. The Commission, with
Selectmen approval, established the "Salisbury
Conservation Fund". This is a tax exempt fund set aside
for gifts to the Town specifically to aid the Town in
acquiring gifts of land, and land conservation and
development easements. Salisbury does not have a town
forest, or currently hold any conservation development
easements
.
Salisbury is a beautiful Town. It is our hope that
private land owners will donate preservation and
development easements to preserve special properties for
future generations.
The Commission is developing a map that will include
old town roads, historic and scenic points of interest.
The map will offer suggested "walks" about town mainly on
Class VI roads and rangeways . Areas selected will offer
easy walking. The date and time of "sponsored" walks
will be posted.
Other projects underway include: identifying prime
wetlands, sponsoring projects working with youth groups,
investigating the possibility of establishing one or two
canoe launching sites on the Blackwater, and working with
Town, State, and the US Corps of Engineers agencies. We
welcome suggestions on any topics. Meetings are held the
1st Tuesday of each month.
Al Tanner is handling work with the NH Wetlands
Board permit applications and related questions. We wish
to thank Doug Greiner, past chairman, for his many years
as the lone active member handling all the duties and
applications for wetlands work.
Respectfully,
Louise Andrus
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CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
329 Daniel Webster Highway
Boscawen, New Hampshire 03303
(603) 796-2129 [FAX 796-2121]
cnhrpc@kear .tdsnet .com
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
(CNHRPC) is a voluntary association of 20 towns in
Merrimack and Hillsborough Counties and the city of
Concord. The Town of Salisbury is a member in good
standing of the Commission.
Our mission is to improve, through education, training,
and planning assistance, the ability of the
municipalities of the region to prepare and implement
municipal plans; to prepare a plan for effective and
appropriate development and utilization of the resources
of the region; and to assist municipalities in carrying
out the regional plan.
The Commission provides a variety of planning services,
including telephone consultations on planning issues;
planning research; sample ordinances, regulations, and
planning documents; models; data and access to data
sources; grant information; review and comment on
planning documents; development review; and educational
programs. Membership also entitles a community to
affordable master planning assistance, GIS mapping, and
grant preparation. During 1996, our services in
Salisbury included:
updating the town zoning map; and consulting on the
effects of a subdivision of land created through probate,
rather than through planning board approval.
During 1996 the Regional Planning Commission:
* went on-line (see E-mail address above);
* distributed the zoning amendment calendar to assist
Towns with the amendment process;
* processed 13 applications for $15,000,000 in special
federal transportation projects, of which $2,500,000
will be spent in Central NH communities;
* created and distributed a new publication - the What's
Up newsletter;
* helped community representatives implement management
plans for the Contoocook and Merrimack Rivers;
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* presented and sponsored educational programs on
regulating the land application of sludge; using the
planning related statutes? creating
computerized tax maps; developing pocket parks;
acquiring conservation lands; and successfully managing
the impacts of major events/facilities (NH
International Speedway);
* maintained the land use, transportation, and
hydrological data in the regional Geographic
Information System (GIS) and added data on conservation
lands and historic sites;
* conducted about 100 traffic counts on state and local
highways;
* amended the regional transportation plan; and
* assisted the Central New Hampshire Solid Waste District
in closing out its operations.
For additional information, please contact your town
representative to the Commission, Alvin Tanner at
648-2176, or CNHRPC staff.
Bill Klubben
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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Salisbury Town Meeting Minutes
March 12, 1996
The meeting was called to order at 1:00 PM with
Moderator Raymond Bailey presiding. The polls were
declared open for official voting. The Business Meeting
was called to order at 7:30 PM and an invocation was
offered by Isabel Bartz. A thank you was given to the
Salisbury Sunday School for the evening meal.
At this time Moderator Raymond Bailey explained why
he had been appointed moderator for this Town Meeting.
Moderator Edward Bailey had resigned due to illness. It
was noted at this time that on page 12, Article 14 should
read $4,000.00 not $6,000.00.
Moderator for 2 years
Selectman for 3 years
Selectman for 2 years
Treasurer for 1 year
Tax Collector for 1 year
Town Clerk for 1 year
Supervisor of Checklist
for 6 years
Road Agent for 3 years
Edward Bailey 306
Mary Heath
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To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty-Five Hundred Dollars
($2,500) to be added to the Police Emergency
Services Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, established
in 1994. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation)
.
Motion was made by Walter Scott and
seconded by Michael Warren to accept
article as read.
Vote was in the affirmative.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty-Five Hundred Dollars
($2,500) to be added to the Reassessment of the
Town Capital Reserve Fund, established in 1986.
(The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation)
.
Motion was made by David Rapalyea and
seconded by Pete Ballou to accept article
as read.
,
Vote was in the affirmative.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000)
to be added to the Recreational Facilities Capital
Reserve Fund, established in 1987. (The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation).
Motion was made by Pete Ballou and seconded
by Walter Scott to accept article as read.
Vote was in the affirmative.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000) to be added to the Town Buildings and
Grounds Capital Reserve Fund, established in 1972
and renamed in 1992 and to designate the Selectmen
as agents to expend from this fund. (The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation) .
Motion was made by Pete Ballou and seconded
by Stacy Frew to accept article as read.
Selectman Kathleen Downes requested
that Article 7. be amended to read as
follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be added to
the Town Building and Grounds Capital Reserve
Fund established in 1972 and renamed in 1992.
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Motion was made by Walter Scott and seconded by
David Rapalyea to accept amended article as
read.
Vote to accept amended article as read
was in the affirmative.
Motion was made by David Rapalyea and
seconded by Pete Ballou to accept amended
article.
Vote on the amended article was in the
affirmative.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000) to be placed in the North Road Bridge
Capital Reserve Fund, established in 1992, and to
designate the Selectmen as agents to expend from
this fund. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation)
.
Motion was made by Walter Scott and
seconded by David Rapalyea to accept
article as read.
Geraldine Burgess asked how much money was in
the fund. The Selectman stated that there was
$8916.04 in the fund.
Vote was in the affirmative.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000) to be placed in the E-911/Tax Map Capital
Reserve Fund, Established in 1993. (The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation)
.
Motion was made by Norma Love joy and seconded by
Pete Ballou to accept article as read.
Selectman Mary Heath stated that three years ago
$50,000.00 was the quote to have new maps made
with lot numbers and E-911 numbers on them.
Vote was in the affirmative.
10. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35 tl for
the purpose of purchasing land for town use, to be
called the Town Land Acquisition Capital Reserve
Fund, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty-Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) to be placed in
this fund, and to designate the Selectmen as agents
to expend. (The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation)
.
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Motion was made by David Rapalyea and seconded
by Pete Ballou to accept article as read.
Vote was in the affirmative.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty-Five Hundred Dollars
($2,500) to be added to the Rescue Emergency
Services Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, established
in 1994. (The Selectmen and the Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation).
Motion was made by Walter Scott and seconded
by David Rapalyea to accept article as read.
John Martin asked what the money would be used
for. Rescue Emergency service vehicle was the
answer given by the Selectmen.
' Vote was in the affirmative.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate an amount not to exceed Five Thousand
($5,000) Dollars for the purchase of a used and/or
replacement Forestry vehicle, to be purchased
through the government surplus program. This will
be a non-lapsing account per RSA 32:3, VI and will
not lapse until the truck has been purchased, or in
five years, whichever is less. (The Selectmen and
the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation)
.
Motion was made by Walter Scott and seconded
by Michael Warren to accept article as read.
Geraldine Burgess asked if this was the same
as Army surplus. Walter Scott stated that
Army surplus tells you what you can or can
not do with their surplus trucks. Where
as State Surplus will allow you to make any
changes on the vehicle.
Vote was in the affirmative.
13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum
not to exceed Fifteen Hundred ($1500) Dollars
for the purpose of constructing one handicap parking
space at Academy Hall and to authorize the
withdrawal of that amount from the Town Buildings
and Grounds Capital Reserve Fund, established in
1992, for this purpose. (The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation)
.
Motion was made by Dot Love joy and seconded
by Chris Bent ley to accept article as read.
Selectman Kathleen Downes requested to amend
the article to read as follows:
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To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed $1,500.00
for the purpose of constructing one handicap
parking space at Academy Hall.
Vote to accept amended article as read was
in the affirmative.
Sandra Miller asked if ADA tells us we need
to have this construction done. The answer
to this question was yes, and the best time
is when renovations are being done.
Vote on the amended article was in the
affirmative.
14. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the
authority to use funds raised and appropriated for
the paving of the parking area at Academy Hall, as
authorized by Article 10 of the 1995 Annual Meeting
($2500) and Article 17 of the 1994 Annual Meeting
($6000) as the construction costs for this project
far exceed the amount authorized.
Motion was made by Norma Love joy and seconded
by Dot Love joy to accept article as read.
Stacy Frew asked if the money goes back
to the General Fund. Selectman Mary Heath
stated that $2,500.00 went to General Funds,
and $4,000.00 is still in the Capital Reserve
Fund. This article is a bookkeeping article.
Vote was in the affirmative.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $463,623 which represents the
operating budget. This sum does not include the
amounts appropriated in special warrant articles in
this warrant
.
Motion was made by Walter Scott and seconded
by Norma Lovejoy to accept article as read.
Vote was in the affirmative.
16. To see if the Town will vote to impose a penalty for
violation of the Emergency Medical Services Response
Fee Ordinance adopted by the Selectmen on December
6, 1995, so that any person who fails to pay the
fee, without good cause, shall be guilty of a
violation with a penalty not to exceed $500, and
shall reimburse the Town for all costs incurred in
collecting the fee.
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Motion was made by David Rapalyea and seconded
by Michael Warren to accept article as read.
David Hodges asked that the article be
explained. Selectman Arthur Cutter stated that
last year the Town voted to accept fees for the
Ambulance Service and this is a means to
collect that fee.
Sally Jones asked who would you be collecting
from. Selectman Mary Heath said we would
collect from the insurance companies and from
non-residents who have not paid.
Shara Coull asked how much was the charge now.
The charge was $200.00 and up depending on the
care given at the time of use. This was the
answer given by the Selectmen.
Selectman Kathleen Downes said there would .
be a Standard Operating Procedure put into
affect if this article was accepted.
Ken Mailloux stated that he thought this
article was too vague and needed more
guidelines
.
Selectman Kathleen Downes agreed with Ken
Mailloux, but stated that a Standard
Operating Procedure would be done with the
Town attorney and also there would be a
public hearing.
This article was defeated.
17. To see if the Town will vote to impose a penalty for
violation of the E-911 Ordinance adopted by the
Selectmen on December 23, 1995, so that any person
who fails to comply with the ordinance, including
proper display of the assigned structure number,
shall be guilty of a violation with a penalty not to
exceed $500.
Motion was made by David Rapalyea and
seconded by Norma Love Joy to accept
article as read.
Jeff Holman asked how strict the guidelines
would be and who would enforce them.
The Selectmen said they would enforce this
ruling.
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The Moderator called for a hand vote because
a voice vote was too close to call.
Yes 55
No 51
Vote was in the affirmative.
18. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Cemetery
Rules and Regulations by inserting the italicized
wording into Articles 5 and 9 as follows: Article
5. A concrete vault is required for all burials
except cremalns which may be In a concrete, metal or
ceramic container designed for this purpose. Lots
shall be for human remains only. Article 9. All
work done in the cemeteries shall be subject to
prior approval of the Cemetery Trustees. This
includes changing original grade level. Grave
openings will be accomplished only by Individuals
under contract
.
Motion was made by Dot Love joy and
seconded by Chris Bent ley to accept article
as read.
Vote was in the affirmative.
19. To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA
31:95-e, to authorize the Selectmen to accept gifts
of personal property other than money which may be
offered to the Town for public purposes. This
authorization will remain in effect until rescinded
by a vote of Town Meeting.
Motion was made by Dot Love joy and seconded
by Chris Bent ley to accept article as read.
Vote was in the affirmative.
20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell Town property with a value under
Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000).
Motion was made by David Rapalyea and seconded
by Pete Ballou to accept article as read.
Vote was in the affirmative.
21. To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Motion was made by David Rapalyea and seconded
by Norma Love joy to accept article as read.
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Moderator Raymond Bailey noted at this time
that the Town Report cover was done by
Dennis Melchln.
Selectman Arthur Cutter read a statement from
all of the Selectmen expressing appreciation
to all of the dedicated Individuals serving
the Town In our town departments. Our
community has been and remains very fortunate
to have so many townspeople capable of
performing their Town duties with expertise.
We would like to recognize John Pollock for 3
years as a supervisor of the checklist? Pamela
Hutchlns for 6 years as a Library Trustee?
William MacDuffie Sr. for 3 years as Road
Agent; Dr. Paul Shaw for 8 years as our
Health Officer; William Levering for 6 years
on the Planning Board; Daisy Dunham for 10
years as Building Inspector; Gayle Landry for
8 years as Tax Collector; Dora Rapalyea for
12 years as Town Clerk; Lisa Uhrln for 8
years on the Recreation Committee; Al Tanner
for his assistance with updating our Road Book
and his many hours of research; Larry Reagan
for his assistance this past year with some
road issues; Kathle Downes for 10 years as a
Selectman and Ray Bailey for filling In as
Moderator.
Thank you to all our fine people and we wish
Ed Bailey a speedy recovery.
Vote on this article was in the
affirmative.
Meeting was the adjourned at 8t00 PM
The above is a true copy according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Respectfully submitted,
Dora L. Rapalyea CMC
TOWN CLERK
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Polls Open 1:00 PM - Close after Business Meeting






(In charge of auto & boat
registrations, vital
records, dog licenses)
Tues. & Thurs. 9 AM - 12 PM
Meet 2nd & 4th Monday @ 7PM
WorJc sessions scheduled and
posted as necessary.
Tuesday & Wednesday Eves
.
6 to 8:30 PM
Wednesday
2 to 4:30 PM
TAX COLLECTOR:
(In charge of property
and yield taxes)
Tuesday
6:30 PM to 8:30 PM
Wednesday
9 to 11 AM
6:30 to 8:30 PM












Tuesday - 1 to 5 & (5-7 PM
during school year)
Thursday - 9 AM to Noon
Friday - 6 PM to 8 PM
Saturday - 1 PM to 4 PM
Tuesday 6:30 PM to 8:30 PM
Meets 1st Monday ea. month
7 PM at Academy Hall
Work Session 3rd Wed. ea.
Month, 7 PMat Academy Hall
Meetings Posted
Meets 2nd Wed. ea. month




FIE^ & RESCUE: Emerq. Number: 911
